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Executive Summary
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More than just a club

The committee at Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club (MOCFC) have elected to have their sponsorship proposal to be developed by our team at Sondi 
Media Group (SMG) for the 2021 year and beyond.

MOCFC is a club that has been part of the Victorian Amateur Football Association (VAFA) since 1989. Located in the heart of the eastern suburbs of 
Melbourne, MOCFC faces competition not only from other VAFA clubs, but also from the surrounding lower tier football clubs, such as Glen Waverley, 
Mulgrave, Scoresby & Knox.

At SMG, we have undertaken extensive research in accordance with our market research proposal, our marketing strategy proposal and we have collated a 
variety of quantitative and qualitative data to work with in order to showcase the clubs ability to provide value to potential sponsors, such as Active 
Monash.

We have continued to use the 'More than just a club' slogan that was developed for our marketing strategy, as we believe that it aligns heavily with the 
values that we would expect from our future sponsors.

This document intends to enlighten Active Monash on the values that the club holds, while also educating on the what they can expect in terms of the level 
of impressions and reach which could be achieved by leveraging our clubs services.

Without a shadow of a doubt, at SMG, we believe that a partnership between Active Monash and the Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club is a fantastic 
opportunity for both organisations to leverage each others services in order to achieve a favourable outcome for both parties involved.



Letter to Active Monash













We're extremely excited to be able to present to you our proposal for a partnership between the Mazenod Old Collegians 
Football Club (MOCFC) and Active Monash (AM). We understand that both MOCFC and AM have a heavy interest in the 
community and providing services for the benefit of those situated within the broader Monash area. 

As part of our continued growth as a club, we're looking at adding another major sponsor to our team and we believe that 
our two organisations are an undeniable and logical match. This is largely thanks to:

A strong congruent fit between organisations
Sharing identical community focused values
Our desirable and targetable demographic
Our ability to appropriately cater to a large organisation such as Active Monash
'Reach' which stretches far beyond the Monash area
Our ability to showcase the City of Monash as one of the most "Active" areas of Metro Melbourne

This proposal will highlight areas of our Australian Rules football club that will be desirable to AM, in the hopes that we 
can provide a service which will result in a mutually beneficial partnership for many years to come.

As it stands, our club has no current health & lifestyle partners...

There is a big hole within this area of our club, just waiting for an organisation like Active Monash to make their mark and 
to continue providing their services to an even bigger audience through a very direct and reliable method.
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More than just a club
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Mazenod Vision & Values

More than just a club

Respect










We respect all people regardless of their 
background, ability or position
We value other people and their thoughts and 
feelings
We listen to them, are truthful towards them and 
accept them as individuals
We play and conduct ourselves with honesty and 
integrity, choosing to speak up when our 
principles or ethical conduct are not respected
We act as ambassadors for our club, representing 
the integrity of Mazenod OCFC on and off the 
field

Leadership








We see everyone in our community as a 
leader - by their actions & behaviours - both 
on and off the field
When we SEE something, we SAY something 
and we DO something
We rise to every challenge and do what we 
say we will do - we own the outcome
We thrive on pushing the boundaries 
beyond what we have done before to 
achieve the extraordinary for our people, 
supporters, partners and the community

Community






We work as one team because together 
we achieve better outcomes
We bring out the best in each other by 
embracing our diverse range of ideas, 
skills and backgrounds to achieve 
individual and shared success
We celebrate our wins and always have 
each others back

Enjoyment






We have fun and we are 
positive in what we do. Passion, 
energy, fun and perseverance is 
at the heart of our sport and is 
what drives how we work
We celebrate our success with 
all of our people
We go out of our way to look 
after our own

Vision
We want the Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club to be more than just a football club. Of course, 

what we do on the field is very important. After all, football is the reason we exist, and on-field success is 
what our club is all about. But through football, we want to build a community that is inclusive for me 

and women of all ages and abilities. We want to extend our impact beyong the field and to make MOCFC 
an organisation that changes the lives of all kinds of people for the better.

Values
We want everyone at our club to believe in and to demonstrate the following values 

through their behaviour:

We aspire to be the leading amateur football organisation in the City of Monash 
and to also build an inclusive enironment where young men and women can 

thrive as part of an enriching, respectful and united football community.

Mission



Club Overview
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Mazenod OCFC Glen Waverly FNC Mulgrave FC Scoresby FC Knox FC

28 Premierships

1,037 554 927

Social Followers

More than just a club

600+ Members
300+ Players

7 Teams

Figure 1.1 : Club Location



Club Sponsors
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As a club, we've already managed to sign a number of 
other local sponsors which identifies that other businesses 

are finding value in our club and the reach that we 
provide.

But what does this mean for you? 

It's important to highlight the exclusivitiy that Active 
Monash could find within a partnership with the Mazenod 

Old Collegians FC. 

We have no major OR minor sponsors in the health & 
lifestyle industry as it stands, which would indicate that 

there's a large and unique slice of pie to be taken. 

Will that slice be yours?

More than just a club



Psychographics & Demographics


















Strong congruent fit between MOCFC and Active Monash
High potential for MOCFC members to utilise services available at the 
Monash Aquatic and Recreation Centre
Health and Lifestyle are paramount for both organisations
Congruent partnership equals greater likelihood of success!
Desirable age demographic
Over 50% are between ages 17 and 35
Mostly male, but healthy representation from females
Strong presence across multiple social media networks
Audience that is heavily reliant on social media for communication
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Figure 2.1 : Social Media Statistics

Figure 2.2 : Research Findings (Demographics)

Age Sex Relation to Club

Figure 2.3 : Research Findings (Socials)

Preferred method of communication Preferred social platforms



Proposed Sponsorship Package
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More than just a club

Figure 3.1 : Major Sponsor Package



Guernsey & Shorts
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More than just a club

Figure 4.1 : Club Guernsey

Mazenod have 7 teams which compete for 18-22 
rounds per season. The branding of our guernseys 
and shorts are of the highest value to any potential 
sponsors. It's incredibly unique, exclusive and it has 
impressions which consistently provide results both 

locally and beyond. 

We expect these particular assets to have upwards 
of 33,000 individual impressions per season, with 

scope to become even greater depending on how 
much internal and external media coverage is 

undertaken.

The exposure of these is expected to reach far 
beyond the walls of the club, as the teams are 

expected to travel bi-weekly.

Figure 4.2 : Club Shorts



Potential Reach 
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More than just a club

Type something





Blue Markers = VAFA Clubs
Blue Hand = Mazenod OCFC

Figure 5.1 : Potential Reach Clubs



Potential Reach 
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More than just a club

Type something







Blue Markers = VAFA Clubs
Blue Hand = Mazenod OCFC
Red Hands = Active Monash

Figure 5.2 : Potential Reach Active Monash



Potential Reach 
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More than just a club

Type something









Blue Markers = VAFA Clubs
Blue Hand = Mazenod OCFC
Red Hands = Active Monash
Black X = Premier C VAFA Clubs

Figure 5.3 : Potential Reach Premier C Clubs



Electronic Scoreboard
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More than just a club

Having your logo displayed on our electronic scoreboard at Central Reserve is 
also sought after in terms of our marketable assets. At each goal and during each 
break, your logo will be one of two that are constantly shown in an area where 

the patrons around the ground are likely to be looking at.

Not only is this local traffic, but representatives and fans from other clubs will 
also see this asset when playing their away games at Central Reserve. 

This area attracts a lot of eye-traffic across 3 to 4 games per weekend, resulting 
in upwards of 14,000 impressions per season. Again, this is part of our most 

prestigious sponsorship package as we believe its value is unrivalled.

Figure 6.1 : Scoreboard



Website & Facebook Banners
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More than just a club

Figure 7.1 : Website Banner Figure 7.1 : Facebook Banner



Naming Rights
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Throughout the year, we also host a number of different events around the club 
and as part of this major package, we can offer the exclusive naming rights to each 
event. Allowing Active Monash to have naming rights of many of our awards as well 

as our events is directly related to providing networking opportunities with our 
members and other key stakeholders.

While these opportunities have limited exposure in terms of pure advertising of the 
Active Monash brand, we do think it's a fantastic opportunity to become directly 

involved in our operations and it's a great way for Active Monash to sell directly to 
our members and stakeholders.

Attendance isn't required at said events, but perhaps it could be a great way to 
announce a new sale for family and friends of Mazenod members?

More than just a club

Figure 8.1 : Social Event



Marketing Strategy























Founders Day event
Reverse Raffle Day
Membership Package
Social Media events
Signage
Promotion on Game Days
Merchandise on Game Day
Game Day Experiences
Well Being Councilor
Coffee Carts on Game Day
Player and Coach interviews on Social Media
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More than just a club

We recently created a marketing strategy which revolves around the club 
making opportunities to connect and engage with the community. While 
doing this, we were mindful of making these opportunities particularly 

valuable to prospective sponsors like Active Monash.

Having a scheduled and organised marketing strategy will help squeeze even 
more value out of some assets, while giving more value to others. 

As you can see here, our proposed strategy includes a variety of different 
tactics that will leverage parts of our major sponsorship package, such as 
having guernsey exposure on social media posts and creating game day 

events to attract more viewers to the games where the Active Monash brand 
is seen.

We're actively working toward making sure we provide valuable opportunities 
for impressions!



Investment Costs
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On paper, all of these assets individually total an incredible 
$80,000 worth of value. In line with our amateur football club 
nature, we're committed to providing incredible value for a fair 

price in all of our prospective package options.

This major package can be purchased for just

$39,999 +GST
But we're happy to modify this package at your request! 

Perhaps we can work out a deal where our members benefit 
from your services (partial in-kind payment).

Figure 9.1 : Major Package Values
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Evaluation & Monitoring

More than just a club

We want to provide the most value for your money as we possibly can, so we have made "evaluating and monitoring" our own internal focus. We analyse all sponsorships 
involved with our club for our own benefit, but we're more than happy to share this information with our partner. In this circumstance, the administration side of things is 

made considerably easier for Active Monash since we have done the statistical hard work for you!

Simply wait for our bi-annual email regarding the vital information, or send us a message and we will organise it for you! We have sponsorship volunteers ready to help 
whenever you need it.

Figure 10.1 : Evaluation Chain



Partnership Opportunity
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More than just a club

Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club believes that our values, mission, and opportunities heavily align 
with that of Active Monash. There is enormous potential for a strong connection between both 

organisations, and also for us to work together in a mutually beneficial relationship, not only in the short 
term, but for the foreseeable future. 

We want to partner with organisations which reflect our own beliefs.
Community, Leadership, Respect, Enjoyment.

And we believe that we can provide significant value to Active Monash as a sponsor through leveraging 
assets and increasing their value through our marketing campaigns.

With your support for this proposal, we can get together immediately to create a custom tailored and 
exclusive sponsorship package for Active Monash, ensuring that we can provide a healthy return on 

interest, but more importantly achieve common community driven goals together, too.

To discuss this further, please contact 
Gerard Noone from Sponsorships on 0412 589 560

or email us directly at sponsorship@mazenodfc.com.au
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More than just A club
Mazenod Old Collegians Football Club

Central Reserve
Cnr Springvale & Waverley Roads

Glen Waverley
Phone: 0419 150 272

Email: secretary@mazenodfc.com.au
Website: www.mazenodfc.com.au

https://www.mazenodfc.com.au/contact-us

